Monday 8th June 2020

Good morning year 1/2, I hope you have had a lovely weekend with your family. It was lovely to hear from you all last week. The activities for today are below.

1. Read one of your allocated books on Phonics Bug earning coins to spend.
   2. Practice the spellings (using the spelling document link on the class page)
      Year 1 – ear words
      bear, pear, wear
      Year 2 – Spelling practice
      knock, know, knee, gnat, gnaw, write, written, wrote, wrong, wrap

3. For English our theme is: Be Happy! Be Brave! Be Kind! Explain to your child that this week you are going to share some inspiring stories together. Discuss what the word inspiring means. Make links to inspire, inspired, inspiration, etc. Look at synonyms (words that mean similar) using Word Hippo to expand on vocabulary. Listen to The Lion Inside by Rachel Bright (link on class page) up to 0:45mins. Ask your child: ‘What do you know about the mouse?’ Write a brief character description of the mouse, encouraging your child to use some of words and phrases from the text. Continue watching the clip up to 1:30 mins. Ask your child: ‘What do you know about the lion?’ Now write a brief character description of the lion, encouraging your child to use words and phrases from the text. Discuss how the mouse and the lion are different. Continue watching up to 2:51 mins. Discuss how the mouse is feeling. How does he convince himself to go to the lion? List all the reasons. Continue watching up to 4:02 mins. What do you know about the lion now? Compare with the original description of the lion you wrote earlier. Watch and enjoy to the end of the story. Did the ending surprise you? What did the mouse and lion learn?

4. For Maths, continue White Rose Hub for this week.
   Year 1 – Complete lesson 1 Count in 2s https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-1/
   Year 2 – Complete lesson 1 Unit fractions https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/

5. This half term in Science we are going to be learning about invertebrates. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzxFTrkN1c Watch this video as it explains different types of invertebrates really well. Choose a large invertebrate e.g. Japanese Spider Crab, a Locust, a Giant Sea Spider, Lion’s Mane Jellyfish (these are just examples, feel free to pick your own). Research a few facts about your chosen invertebrate, draw it and label the body parts. Write about what you have observed using adjectives that are scientific such as silky, longer, miniscule, hairy, tough.

6. Choose an activity from the link on the class website page for ‘Daily PE School Games Activities’

7. If you have an IDL log in, complete the next lesson.

Any completed work can be emailed (emma.booth@st-stephens.lancs.sch.uk) or dojo’ed to me. And as always, if you have any questions, please just ask.

Miss Booth